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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
Welcome, all, to the fifth installment of Ink Drinkers. Can you believe it’s been a
year since our first issue was released already? So much has happened, so
much has changed. We’ve gone from celebrating a hundred followers on twitter
to over a thousand, and we’ve been able to publish writers from five continents.
I, as always, am beyond proud of the contributions from this issue. This time of
year is a difficult one for many – myself included – so to still be receiving such
a high calibre of submissions is really something that everyone can be proud of.
This is just a short note, this year, but I do want to make a small appeal. Ink
Drinkers is currently run at a loss when it comes to website costs and time
spent editing/designing covers; it is also run by a team of one person – me. If
you are able, and willing to do so, I would very much appreciate being bought a
ko-fi so I can keep up with the maintenance costs of the site and magazine.
Best wishes,
CTM
x
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CONTRIBUTORS IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE
GEORGE PARKER – DUSK
A. G. Parker is a London-based writer, spoken word artist, editor, and Best of
the Net nominated poet. Their debut dark fantasy novel, Twisted Roots is
available for purchase or free to listen to on Podbean. They run writing
workshops encouraging people to develop a connection with Self through
creativity, and act as English editor for Angeprangert! Spoken Word. As a
pansexual, genderqueer and disabled writer, they hope their work offers
readers an inclusive perspective. Will read your tarot for a price.
Twitter: @a_george_parker | Instagram: @a_g_parker
BLUE
Blue is a poet, punk, and a person (sometimes) who loves texts that leave
questions. You can find more of their work on Twitter or in long abandoned
libraries under the open sky.
Instagram: @the_bluetext
CHELLA COURINGTON – IN TWILIGHT SALLY KICKED THE CAN
Chella Courington (she/her) is a writer and teacher whose poetry and fiction
appear or are forthcoming in numerous anthologies and journals including
DMQ Review, The Los Angeles Review, Scapegoat Review, and New World
Writing. Nominated for Pushcart, Best Small Fictions, Best of the Net, and Best
New Poets, she was raised in the Appalachian south and now lives in California.
Her recent origami micro chapbook of poetry, Good Trouble, can be found at
https://www.origamipoems.com/.
Twitter: @chellacouringto | Instagram: chellacourington
IEVA DEPKEVICIUS – SUMMER PRESERVES
Ieva Dapkevicius is a poet and scientist. She published her first book, a
children's fairy tale, at the age of nine. Her recent poetic work was shortlisted
for the Renard Press New Beginnings competition and published in the
resulting anthology. In 2021 she founded the Orangery Literary Society, a small
but vibrant online community for up-and-coming writers worldwide. She is
currently living in the Azores, Portugal.
Twitter: @feytouchd
ALLISON GRACE – THE DAWN BEFORE THE DUSK
Allison Grace, born and raised in Chicago, Illinois, writes coming of age fiction
that explores the challenges of everyday experiences. Their poem, The Dawn
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Before the Dusk, tells the story of a couple going through life and loss.
Published in Small Leaf Press, Powders Press, The DePaulia, Inside Kellstadt,
and more, Allison specializes in fiction and article writing.
Twitter: @allisonwgrace
JOHN WILEY – FORECAST
John Wiley was a ballet dancer who turned to poetry when his knees gave out
(poetry is harder to do well, but easier on the knees). He lives in a California
beach town and works in his wife's audiology practice.
HANNAH SIMMONS – DUSK OF DREAMS
Hannah Simmons is a lifelong poetry lover and avid poet. She is 27 years old
and lives in the North West of England. Hannah's poetry combines the
metaphysical with the modern, technological world and is experimental in
style.
Twitter: @hannahsimmons8
CHARLOTTE CLARK – THE BLOOD OF DUSK LOOKS JUST LIKE WATER
Charlotte Clark is a 21yr old computer science student from Scotland, who
enjoys writing, reading, and music. She is a member of The Orangery Literary
Society, an online literature group.
Tumblr: @sealavender
ANDY EYCOTT – SHADOW LIGHT
Andy lives and works in South East London. He has been published in
publications including; Marble, Coven, Green Ink, Obsessed with Pipework,
Foxglove Journal, Snakeskin and The Ekphrastic Review.
LINDSAY STENICO – NOVEMBER NIGHTS
Lindsay Stenico is a poet and fiction writer from Western Massachusetts. She
graduated from Westfield State University with a BA in Communication and
English. Her work can be found in Dream Glow Magazine, Discretionary Love,
Otherwords Press, among other publications, and forthcoming from The Elpis
Pages: A Collective edited by Kayla King, and Penumbra Online. She also writes
blog posts ranging from book reviews to thoughts on being a writer over on her
website https://lindsaystenicoauthor.wordpress.com/.
Twitter: @lindsay_stenico | Instagram: @dreamswitheyesopen | TikTok:
@oopsanotherbooknerd
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ASTRID BRIDGWOOD – CONDEMNED
Astrid Bridgwood is a nineteen year old poet from North Carolina whose work
has been called 'visceral and frightening.' You can find her featured in All Guts
No Glory Mag, Not Deer Mag, and Olney Magazine, among others. Most
recently, she was a semifinalist for the 2021 James Applewhite Poetry Prize.
Twitter: @astridbridg
ALEXANDRA WEISS – SUNDAYS
Alexandra Weiss writes in Chicago, where they're trying and somewhat failing
to garden indoors. They blog for the Collective for Radical Death Studies, edit
for Another Chicago Magazine, and have work in or forthcoming in Capsule
Stories, Cicada's Lament and Hallowzine, among others.
Twitter: @cactus_ghoul
SARAH DROPEK – FRUGAL HEARTS
Sarah Dropek writes poetry and fiction in Texas. Her work can be read in
Wyldblood Magazine, HerStry, Solana, and Mic. She has a forthcoming story
with Fractured Mirror Publishing.
Twitter: @Dropek | Instagram: @sdropek
MARK ANTHONY CARR – DUSK AT CHEVIOT HILLS
Principally Mark is an artist. He has been making and exhibiting art in the UK
and abroad since his teenage years, gaining a BA (Hons) Fine Art in 1984 and
an MA Fine Art in 1994. However, writing has always been a large part of his
creative output. Poetry is the great calling in his life, but he has also written
children’s stories for use in educational workshops, copy for newspapers and
magazines concerning his art practice, articles for an online walking magazine
and in 2021 had a short story published in the anthology Tabula Rassa,
Monnath books.
Twitter: @MarkCarrArt | Instagram: @markcarrart | Website:
https://www.markcarrart.com
FRAN FERNÁNDEZ ARCE – THE COMING OF THE WAVES
Fran Fernández Arce is a Chilean poet currently living between the intersection
of Suffolk, England, and Santiago, Chile. She is a poetry reader for The Walled
City Journal and poetry editor for Moonflake Press.
Twitter: @dylanblue3 | Instagram: @effie.1995
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HANNAH ELLIOTT – UGHTEN
Hannah Elliott (she/her) writes about women, nature, wanderings of the mind,
and the otherworldly – even if it’s being found in the ordinary. She has poetry
published with Small Leaf Press, Nymphs, Lovers Eye Press, Analogies and
Allegories, and Celestite Poetry.
Twitter: @HannahAngelina5
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GEORGE PARKER
DUSK
Falling sun makes pyres of
autumn-shod leaves,
setting riverbanks and hummocks ablaze.
Ochres, crimsons –
sunfire becomes an indiscriminate haze
of colour.
I sit
and fail to count all
the tender ways
this distant starlight
stokes earth’s kindling
and ponder how,
like sun on leaf-skin veins,
your heart illuminates my face.
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BLUE

Transcript:
one evening cool a lady in white
wander’d in her woods at night
beneath the waxing moon
odd silver spring a lullaby
dark rain & gold trees still alive
dancing golden in the gloom
she saw you there
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smiled
do not despair
I will walk you on
so sweet her voice you made your choice
& by morning you were gone
& now you lay in paradise beside the laughing stream
sleeping soft no longer lost
dreaming mushroom dreams
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CHELLA COURINGTON
IN TWILIGHT SALLY KICKED THE CAN
Girls brushed arms, ducking into forsythia
fingers over lips shut tight
short shorts and peter pan collars
clover chains looped around necks stained green
when suddenly she’d sniff us out of hiding.
April was dark, heavy with moisture
sliding beneath my top.
She snared me from behind, quietly.
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IEVA DEPKEVICIUS
SUMMER PRESERVES
the silence settles like shadows over the garden
& lies flat on the mossy ground a tablecloth
inviting a feast
water becomes sweetest
white linen dyed blue by the dark
pearls that roll within two hands
dull blueberries dusted white
& juice-heavy blackberries
ripe with gleaming
pinpricks of waning light
from the thinnest slice of a powdered-sugar moon
offering us the lie that this stillness is eternal
only in the half-light
& may we believe
that there is no night approaching nor dawn
to blow dreams away from our drowsy eyelids
like so many dandelion seeds lost in that bluest
moment of waking
may we believe it
& through believing it remain here in the garden
as night falls like a downpour on every dark leaf
& heat swells within the seeds of every fruit
& at the end of believing
may we crush these balmy evenings
like berries
simmer them in copper pots sugared with longing
& let them yield
thick midnight jam to consume in distant winters
spoonful by reverent spoonful
coating the tongue dulling the ache inviting sleep
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ALLISON GRACE
THE DAWN BEFORE THE DUSK
You built me a home on the edge of the world
And every time the sun comes in, so does the sea
Waves reflecting off the light found in kind eyes
Bringing you always back home to me
Worn floors and tired doorframes hug me close
As if every inch of your work bears your behavior
But no space bears as much of my resemblance
As our porch stairs, stained with the morning sun
Keeping vigil in the sea splashed dawn
As you return each day with the growing light
Morning after morning, day after day
You leave with the dusk; I awaken with dawn
A routine built into ritual until
We don’t know which came first
The dawdling of my morning steps
Or the silence of your evening ones
Every day when the sea comes to shore
The morning light spreads through our home
And finally, each morning
I’m home, with you
Home remained home
Even as your strong hands began to waver
Once strong enough to build this home
Became too weak to hold me close
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Until worn floors and tired doorframes
Became just that
Home won’t be home
Without you
You tell me to be strong
but all I know is to be gentle
And after dusk only comes
The long and lonely night
So, I’ll step silently through our home
And keep vigil as the sea slumbers
Build routine into ritual until
The sea returns my light to me
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JOHN WILEY
FORECAST
Early on early-autumn evenings
moon and earth share heat;
the low moon takes on
the warm, dusty echo of sunlight
which earth stored generously
and shares
through the mediating air.
But all things move;
the sun gets farther away,
the moon gets higher,
and the earth is the earth.
We know what will happen now.
It will be brighter.
It will be colder.
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HANNAH SIMMONS
DUSK OF DREAMS
There is a periscope to the stars
It folds the air, a concertina fold.
Its light has nimble hands,
And opiate plans,
it seems.
To thread a blanket
Of whispered dreams
That float from the earthly minds of babes
whose brains limit no bodies,
Who know not yet the swell of concrete
on the curious or the sweet
Innocence of hope, which with the aging
of skins does hang like rope
Around the feet of future composers
Of wild gardens,
dusted books,
undisturbed puddles,
fresh mud, and
never ending never ending never ending
dancing
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CHARLOTTE CLARK
THE BLOOD OF DUSK LOOKS JUST LIKE WATER
I stand here, at the threshold
of something, somewhere
and the stillness sticks a needle
through my chest, pinning me
to its collection of silences
this blue is a haunting –
a farewell and a welcoming,
it is the something after
eyes shut
the fair is over, the field empty,
and dread crumbles my soft
pastry insides, dusk trickling down
my shoulders: cold, loveless.
Can I go home now?
the air does not move, a
conscious decision, it seems.
Behind the stillness is an intent,
and if I am very quiet I can hear
its breath on the back
of my neck, can feel
its spit dripping.
I, the organ transplanted,
know this place will purge me
sooner or later. I can feel
its pulse quicken. And
I swear
its temperature rises by
a fraction of a degree
I think it is waiting for me to leave
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my fingers twitch, threads of
absence catching between them
as earth-memories of people
shuffle around condemned,
suffocating in laughter too
quiet to be heard
I wonder if they can see me
if they can see the ghost of the sky
I wonder if they will ever go home
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ANDY EYCOTT
SHADOW LIGHT
stretched in the slant light,
chilled breath from the north
blows through me.
tiny spears of ice
barbed and spiteful,
tungsten gleam, dazzling
shoals of oily rainbows
cut deep within me
as I stand on the old bridge.
the last tear of autumn,
weighted red ball,
embering the fall of day.
my shadow monstrous
dragging at my heels
seeping into the wintering fields.
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LINDSAY STENICO
NOVEMBER NIGHTS
The nights are made of amber light
with hushed voices that dare not
speak above a whisper,
for there is something fragile in the air
at night. Confessions of “I love yous” and
gospels of heartache drenched in sin
that dance in the form of ghostly steam
escaping from lips I used to kiss that had
me feeling high when you called my name,
making it easy to forget
the way you’d cross your fingers
behind your back when promising we
would last forever.
October was full of ghosts and terror,
but nothing haunts me more than the way
you do as the red and gold leaves
that drip on to the pavement leave me aching
where my heart once resided,
yet it’s here I wonder, how peaceful it would be
to drown in this liquid amber and
vanquish the light, on this cold November night.
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ASTRID BRIDGWOOD
CONDEMNED
Dark shoulder-borne and heavy, this night like every other
Night like gone cold coffee, flinging myself from bed
Gove-grey morning spent hunched cold & shivering
Over the sink, waiting for blood or bile. Spit froth sleep rough
Wake up alone. Blank eyes & cream-soft walls fingerprint grimy
Staring at my palms guilt-wracked & crushed by sundown
Grieving. Every morning mourning myself, living dead girl
Lips cracking, inside rotted like a bad orange: peel whole
Unblemished sunset, citrus-flesh molding green-blue-brown
Devoured. Sleep in blinks: open eyes open mouth. Land hard
I’m haunting myself, living oven-trapped in dough-fat flesh
Rising on my stomach. Bread-hot under my hands, choking
On sharp-tongued secrets. Acid sour & gluey as I swallow
Throat saliva-sticky. I occupy or argue with my body,
Another empty house I squat in. Dawn as shattered glass,
Morning air window-pane wavy. Waking walking unreality
I throw open curtains, push back screens, let in flies
Sunspots pressing thumbs into bruises, sponge-sclera caving
Until it collapses concave. I am left hollow-eyed & weeping
Mucus. Is my body meant for this? Mirror warmed subsistence
Send me home or hospitalized, stuff me full & remind me of
dawn.
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ALEXANDRA WEISS
SUNDAYS
it's all just shadows wavering
desperately as the candle burns
down dripping wax shedding
skin cells, tears, organs
along the way
we stopped at the pharmacy and
walked past the hibiclens
the offer didn't apply to me
anyways
walked home in the rain
now the sun sets before five
and my grow lights feel like they're
on too late because it's solid
night by six pm
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SARAH DROPEK
FRUGAL HEARTS
lines of lips, distinctive as fingerprints
I have memorized mine on the fogged glass rim
and I suppose I know myself
old vinegar wine, sipped without mention
the taste growing on me like the jasmine
threading in and over our fence
darkening our windows with suffocating sweetness
we are always waiting so long
mineral-laden rain eats
in measured drips
at the roof tiles, baked
beginning to peel away
I curl back with them
your knife scrapes over cups of flour
ringing into the quiet
of this world always at the ready
but never beginning
shelves of water, gasoline dreams
how long will the freezer stay cold if the lights go out?
I look to see what’s on the horizon
what I might have missed
but it’s the same cracked-egg sun
a waste of yolk, I think
watching the nourishment burn
away, as you taught me
I pack no bags
I leave before another meager evening descends
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MARK ANTHONY CARR
DUSK AT CHEVIOT HILLS
too many smells in the wind brushed hillside dusk
as honey heather hovers down rumbling cleugh cliffs
to fern-fresh forever spores firing air-bound eastwards
while underfoot moss-beds move green paved as paths.
such dusty haze calls in the night
of these chiviot curves, cold crisp silhouetting
by this evening glow-ball burns deep down beyond
and silence echoes peace far further than quiet.
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FRAN FERNÁNDEZ ARCE
THE COMING OF THE WAVES
your fingers
worn-down chisels
picking out miniscule
crumbs
from the wave
breaker
carving out their way into
the open air porous
it’s called
breathing through
touch
your hands forming
a kiln
warmth seeping through
your fingers
like seamist
from these bricks Ancient Romans poured
saltwater
into
their mortars
feeling the coming of
the waves the tides
corrode themselves
when breathing
through the gaps reading
the wrinkles
written on the walls
picking
the edges of bricks
you dig
with crooked
nails
for a hidden meaning
between the rocks
a lexicography
of stone on stone a dictionary
of broken down granules
particles of secrets
fallen civilisations crumbling
generations all soft-spoken
fragments
whispered on walls
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HANNAH ELLIOTT
UGHTEN
ughten – morning twilight, the part of night immediately before daybreak,
originating from the Scandinavian word ‘otta’ and German ‘uchten’.
I took pause under the sky
the brow of night rose, incredulous at my stopping
as I, aflush and not afraid of aching cold ears, breathed in winter
tasting snow, tingling and pure
I saw the ghosts pass and swirl through the air
unravelling their ancient clouds of memory
their movements not dim, nor melancholy,
but full, and fresh, and honeyed with energy
feeling so lucky to have seen the virtues these shimmering hours possessed
caught between frost and a falling sun
evermore did I abhor the bored and blunt
I wanted what I had witnessed there
with numb, throbbing jaw and chapped lips
eyes wide and watering, drinking it in like a parched dog.
I wanted to be bathed in life.
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